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Tennis Matters is an account of the author’s obsession with tennis from his schooldays through his working
career as a scientist and a Business School Professor. It documents his fruitless search for a respectable
tennis forehand shot. Tennis matters was published in E book format in August 2015. Is part biography, part
based on tennis stories updated from over a thousand published in Leaders We Deserve over the period
2007-2015. It lists the mostly unsuccessful attempts of his coaches to help him develop a workable forehand.
It also includes Tennis Teasers (‘because they were the parts of my lectures the students liked most’). The
story unfolds as the author recalls boyhood experiences: “My first coach was Tad the Geography master, a
powerful bantamweight of a man, blessed with a natural tennis game, and in the classroom an unerring aim
with a piece of chalk to gain the attention of an errant pupil. He did nothing to set me up with an educated
forehand. But I do remember one piece of his advice. Better to hit the ball out past the baseline he insisted
than into the net. I cannot say I have fully mastered the principles required for this tricky procedure”. He also
learned from watching his first films about the glamorous and exciting lives of tennis professionals. These
included Hitchcock's classic ‘Strangers on a Train’ and the lesser known ‘Pat and Mike’ starring Gussie
Moran and Katherine Hepburn. He notes the impact that Katherine Hepburn’s shorts and Moran’s frilly
knickers were eventually to have on tennis fashion. At the start of the 1960s, he recalls, the genteel ineptitude
of tennis officialdom was still accepted. One match at Wimbledon ended in chaos when a line official
nodded off and was unable to confirm that the match was over on a match point. Then came
professionalization, and the modern era. The Australian Lew Hoad became to tennis what Stirling Moss was
to racing, Bobby Charlton to football, and Arnold Palmer to Golf. By the 1970s the great tennis tournaments
were available to mass audiences. There were epic contests between two dominant figures of the era, Bjorn
Borg and John McEnroe. A similar series of breath-taking battles were to take place in the 1990s by battles
between Pete Sampras and Andre Agassi. As the 21st century approached, Roger Federer began to rewrite
the record books. He was later to faced intense competition from Novak Djokovic, and from the king of clay
Rafa Nadal. An era of America supremacy led by the iconic figures of Navratilova, King, McEnroe, Sampras
and Agassi was coming to an end. Another golden age was emerging in which ‘the American (Bryan)
brothers and (Williams) sisters were supreme and yet were not receiving the wider recognition they
deserved’. The author began recording his notes on every match played by Andy Murray, having watched
him first as a junior playing on an outside court in a regional tournament. He discovers that changes in the
game have not all been to his liking. He learns of the impact of branding as he miserably fails to trade up his
1970s racquet for a modern one. His forehand continues to frustrate the best efforts of various coaches, even
one who had helped players such as Martina Navratilova. Subsequent tales bring us to the highs and lows of
today’s superstars, and the pratfalls of TV pundits. Tudor remains optimistic of developing his forehand.
Drawing inspiration from the great orator Martin Luther King, he concludes that however modest the
achievement, he still has a dream that one day he will play at least one perfect forehand that neither hits the
bottom of the net nor flies out beyond the baseline.
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From reader reviews:

Shanika Jeans:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to understand everything in the world. Each book has different aim as well as goal; it means that
guide has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their time to read a book. These are reading
whatever they acquire because their hobby is reading a book. What about the person who don't like reading
through a book? Sometime, person feel need book if they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well,
probably you will require this Tennis Matters.

Judy Young:

Have you spare time to get a day? What do you do when you have more or little spare time? Yep, you can
choose the suitable activity for spend your time. Any person spent their particular spare time to take a walk,
shopping, or went to often the Mall. How about open or read a book called Tennis Matters? Maybe it is
being best activity for you. You know beside you can spend your time with your favorite's book, you can
better than before. Do you agree with the opinion or you have additional opinion?

Richard Stratton:

Do you one of people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
this specific aren't like that. This Tennis Matters book is readable through you who hate those straight word
style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving
perhaps decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer regarding Tennis Matters content
conveys prospect easily to understand by lots of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
written content but it just different available as it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Tennis Matters is not
loveable to be your top checklist reading book?

Bertha Franke:

Hey guys, do you wishes to finds a new book to see? May be the book with the headline Tennis Matters
suitable to you? Often the book was written by famous writer in this era. Typically the book untitled Tennis
Mattersis the main one of several books which everyone read now. This particular book was inspired many
men and women in the world. When you read this e-book you will enter the new dimension that you ever
know prior to. The author explained their idea in the simple way, and so all of people can easily to recognise
the core of this book. This book will give you a great deal of information about this world now. So you can
see the represented of the world on this book.
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